
Mr. Caddell talks about analysis looking for  understeer then oversteer.  The example below corner is fast, over a hill, 
tricky....  So errors are likely.   Steering is red curve, G sensor is blue, and ground speed is in the top pair as well as throttle.
When you turn the wheel and the Gs increase all is well, but if the Gs curve levels out as the wheel continues to to turn the 
wheel, this is understeer. Z  But the following plot will show oversteer.  Zoom plotted on the next page.



This is the detail plot of a over steer instance.  You can see where the cursor is marked (yellow circles) and this is when the
throttle is pushed (upper black curve). Right after that time, a steering change (red curve drops) is seen in an attempt to 
correct the issue. The driver caused the issue.  Throttle-on oversteer.    This clearly can be done with no math equations in 
GSC MoTeC.



The video goes on to more subjects.  I have tried to give you a summary of part of it but watch the video if you want to hear
Mr. Caddell give the details for each of the images.

As I was building my own maths in MoTeC I decided to look at the tire rotation since that data is collected. This is a quick 
way to see which tires are going into lockup and on what corners.  You can quickly see which tire's rotation went to 0 and 
when.  Fronts are plotted in the top pair and bottoms on the lower. The rears never lockup.  Might be a good way to review 
bias setting and try moving it toward the rear and to remove the lockup.

 



Here is my rolling or coasting time plot  (AI at 85% in red vs me in black)  AI coasts more in turn 2 at the blue cursor.
 


